. We previously re~rted th~t ra~s wer~able to discriminate among two, three, and four sequentu~lly presented auditory stimuli (DaVIS & Albert, 1986) . In the present paper, we describe our failure to transfer this numerical discrimination to visual stimuli and to establish the same discn.nnnation. using visual sti.muli i~naive animals. These negative results conflict with sporadic evidence of lI~termodal~audito~-Vlsual) transfer of numerical discriminations, although all such r~ports have involved Simpler dichotomous (many vs. few) requirements. We believe the relative diff!.cu~ty of our task may have confi~ed processing to the single salient modality (audition) in which It was taught, and precluded evidence of abstract learning by rendering intermodal transfer unattainable.
It is generally believed that abstract learning has occurred when a discrimination is learned using stimuli of one modality and is transferred successfully to another (Meek & Church, 1982; Roberts, 1982) . Indeed, intermodal transfer of learning has been identified as an essential part of the definition of both number (Thompson , Mayers, Robertson , & Patterson , 1970) and counting (Thorpe, 1956) .
Despite the heuristic value of intermodal transfer, it is important to recognize that both species characteristics and task requirements may constrain how readily stimuli of different modalities may be interchanged on a learning task. For example, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that not all sensory modes are equally suited to teaching a particular discrimination. Evidence of such sensory restrictions includes reports by Cohen , Escott, and Ricciardi (1984) ; Dawson (1%1) ; Harsh, Badia , and Ryan (1984); and Wallace, Steinert, Scobie, and Spear (1980) .
We recently reported a somewhat complex auditory discrimination, in which rats were taught to respond in the presence of three sequentially presented sounds, but not in the presence of either two or four sounds (Davis & Albert, 1986) . These results complement an earlier report by Fernandes and Church (1982) in which rats were taught to respond differentially in the presence of two and four sequential auditory signals. We argued that our results extended Fernandes and Church 's findings by requiring an intermediate numerical discrimination (three vs. two or four), rather than a simpler dichotomous (many vs. few: four vs. two) discrimination.
Following the completion of this previous experiment, we investigated whether the discrimination, originally trained with sound, could be transferred to the visual mode. Our procedure involved retraining rat subjects in an operant chamber and exposing them to sequences of two, three , or four light stimuli. In addition, we attempted to train 3 naive animals, each of which had been shaped to leverpress but had received no prior discrimination training with light or sound.
The durations of visual stimuli and interstimulus intervals were identical to those successfully employed in our earlier experiment (stimulus length = 0.2 or 0.5 sec; interstimulus intervals = 0.5 or 0.9 sec). As in our previous experiment , and in that of Fernandes and Church (1982) , stimulus length and total sequence durations were varied to ensure that successful performance was based upon numerical, and not durational , properties of the stimuli. Numerical cues were delivered by illuminating the stimulus light located over the lever on the front chamber panel. Later in training , as it became obvious that differentiation was not occurring, the overhead chamber light was dimly illuminatedthroughout the session in order to retain the signal property of the cue light, while minimizing any possible aversion associated with sudden change in illumination levels. The durations of light stimuli were programmed by using tapes of the original auditory stimuli to trigger occurrence of the light cues. In short , not only the stimulus values, but also their distribution over sessions, were identical to those of auditory stimuli previously used with success to train this discrimination.
One hundred twenty sessions were run for the transfer animals , and 70 sessions for new subjects. As in our previous experiment, all sessions consisted of 30 l-min cycles, during which a particular numerical cue (two, three, or four) was repeatedly presented and response rate was recorded . Performance was assessed by comparing the response rate in the presence of three lights (S+) with that recorded during both two and four lights (S-).
At the end of original training with sound, response rates in the presence of S+ were approximately three times greater than those recorded for S-(see Davis & Albert, 1986) . This effect was eliminated altogether in the first animal, whose responding fell to virtual equivalence for all three stimuli during the initial transfer session. Although the second animal maintained a threefold rate difference during the first transfer session, this result was eliminated by the second session. The third animal maintained an approximately twofold rate difference between S+ and stimulus value "two" for approximately three sessions, before losing any consistent sign of differentiation. Although all animals showed sporadic evidence of an ability to discriminate between two and three stimuli, performance on the overall two-three-four discrimination never reached significance and never regained the levels originally recorded with auditory stimuli. None of the 3 naive animals showed any sign of learning to discriminate among stimuli. There were no changes in response allocation over 70 test sessions, and response rates remained at virtual equivalence in the presence of the three numerical cues.
We have thus failed to transfer a previously established auditory discrimination to visual stimuli and failed to establish this discrimination using visual stimuli with naive animals. These results suggest that visual stimuli, at least the variety we have employed, are not suitable for training or transferring the present sequential numerical discrimination. However, our lack of success with visual stimuli cannot be generalized to all forms of numerical tasks. In fact, an attempt to transfer the auditory discrimination originally reported by Fernandes and Church (1982) to the visual mode has met with some degree of success . Church and Meck (1984) reported that rats "continue[d] to make a 'many' response following a sequence of 4-lights and a 'few' response to a sequence of2-lights, although not to the extent that they did for sounds" (1984, p. 448) . There is additional evidence of auditory-visual transfer of numerical discriminations, but each of these examples, like that of Church and Meck, involves a dichotomous task (e.g., Dawson, 1961; Legler, 1959) .
What accounts for our lack of success using sequential visual stimuli in the face of provisional evidence by Church and Meck (1984) and others? We believe that our failure to transfer or train successfully to a visual stimulus sterns from the relative difficulty of our task (cf. Davis & Albert, 1986; Fernandes & Church, 1982) . Although the procedures of Davis and Albert and of Fernandes and Church bothinvolved the use of sequential stimuli, the latter procedure entailed training a considerably simpler many versus few dichotomy. In contrast, the Davis and Albert procedure required discrimination of an intermediate number from two adjacent values. Indeed, Dawson (1961) described this procedure as "an insoluble problem."
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Although our animals were successful, this difference in difficulty may have resulted in a corresponding difference in the manner in which stimuli were processed. This position is supported by evidence from species other than rats. Kuroda (1931) successfully trained a chimpanzee to discriminate between two and three visual stimuli, as well as between three and four . However, combining the tasks into a two-three-four discrimination resulted in a breakdown of performance to such an extent that the two versus three discrimination could not be recovered. Similarly, Dawson (1961) trained a jackdaw to discriminate on separate occasions between 2 and 3 stimuli and between 3 and 4, but was unable to combine the tasks into a two-three-four discrimination. In short, learning to differentiate many from few may be fundamental enough to occur at an abstract level, thus revealing itself in some degree of intermodal transfer (as Meck & Church [1982] and others have reported) . In contrast, the putatively more difficult numerical discrimination that we employed may have been processed strictly in terms of the auditory inputs with which it was originally trained, thus precluding successful transfer to a new modality.
If this view is correct, it also explains why new animals were incapable of learning the present numerical discrimination using visual cues. We believe that although sequential visual stimuli may support a relative numerousness (many versus few) judgment, such stimuli may be ill suited to the more complex level of processing necessary for success under a three adjacent number discrimination.
Our data underscore an interesting dilemma. On one hand, as Meck and Church (1982) and Thorpe (1956) argued, intermodal transfer may be a reasonable first step, perhaps even a criterion, for demonstrating a specialized sense of number in animals. Yet it may be the case, as our data suggest, that only the less complex forms of numerical competence (e.g., relative numerousness judgments) are learned in a manner abstract enough to support intermodal transfer. What then is the status of more complex numerical discriminations whose demonstration depends upon the use of stimuli from a particularly salient modality, and whose effects cannot be transferred to other stimuli?
